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Amazone 
 

Lea Desandre mezzo-soprano 

Jupiter Ensemble 
 Thomas Dunford lute, artistic director Salomé Gasselin viola da gamba 

 Louise Ayrton violin   Arthur Cambreling cello 

 Augusta McKay Lodge violin  Hugo Abraham double bass 

 Jasper Snow viola   Violaine Cochard harpsichord, organ 

 

Francesco Provenzale  (1624-1704)    Non posso far from Lo schiavo di sua moglie (1672)   

Francesco Cavalli  (1602-1676)     Sinfonia from Ercole amante (c.1661)   

Francesco Provenzale    Lasciatemi morir from Lo schiavo di sua moglie 

Giovanni Buonaventura Viviani  (1638-1693)   Muove il piè, furia d'Averno from Mitilene, regina delle 
Amazoni  (1681)   

Georg Caspar Schürmann  (1672-1751)    Sinfonia pour la tempête from Die getreue Alceste (1719)   

Carlo Pallavicino  (c.1640-1688)    From Antiope (1687-9)  completed by Nicolaus Strungk  
Vieni, corri, volami in braccio 

Sdegni, furori barbari  

Anne Danican Philidor  (1681-1728)    Venez, troupe guerrière from Les amazones (1700)   

Marin Marais  (1656-1728)     L'Américaine from Suite d'un goût étranger (pub. 1717)   

André Cardinal Destouches  (1672-1749)   Ô Mort! Ô triste mort from Marthésie, reine des 
Amazones (1699)   

Antonio Vivaldi  (1678-1741)   Overture: I. Allegro from Ercole su’l Termodonte RV710 
(1723)   

Georg Caspar Schürmann   Non ha fortuna il pianto mio from Die getreue Alceste 

Antonio Vivaldi  Overture: II. Andante from Ercole su’l Termodonte 

RV710 

Giuseppe de Bottis  (1678-1753)    Lieti fiori from Mitilene, regina delle Amazzoni (1707)   

Antonio Vivaldi    From Ercole su’l Termodonte RV710   
Overture: III. Allegro 

Onde chiare che sussurate  

 

 
This concert is being broadcast on BBC Radio 3 

  

 



 

 

The mythical Amazons might be considered some of 

the first feminists. In Ancient Greek legend, they came 

from the Black Sea coast of eastern Turkey and were 

superior to all men in strength, agility and combat. 

Hercules - a god, not a man - successfully confronted 

them in his Ninth Labour, when he had to retrieve a 

magic belt from their queen, Hippolyta. Amazons bore 

children but reared only their daughters, leaving their 

sons to the father whom they visited only for 

reproduction. They became popular subjects in 17th- 

and 18th-century opera, which so often treats on the 

conflict between men and women. 

Shedding skirts and donning armour is a delight to 

the soprano in the opening aria, 'Non posso far' from 

the 1671 comic opera Lo schiavo di sua moglie ('The 

slave of his wife') by the father of Neapolitan opera 

Francesco Provenzale. She’ll burst, she laughs to a 

melisma (one syllable on many notes). Naples came 

late to opera, but it was from the start a more popular 

entertainment than those works which began the art 

form in private aristocratic courts further north at the 

beginning of the century. 

Playing catch-up, Naples imported operas from 

Venice, particularly those of Francesco Cavalli who 

collaborated with Provenzale. Cavalli was Monteverdi’s 

pupil and successor as leading opera composer of the 

Republic. His fame spread to France, and he wrote 

Ercole amante, the story of Hercules and the Amazons, 

during his time in Paris in the early 1660s for the court 

of Louis XIV. Women are strong, might be the 

inference, but the Sun King stronger. The Sinfonia’s 

tense slow opening suggests the hero’s stealth. It is 

followed by a second aria from Provenzale’s opera, 

'Lasciatemi morir' ('Let me die'). Amazons knew grief 

too. 

Florentine composer Giovanni Buonaventura 

Viviani’s opera Mitilene, regina delle Amazoni was 

staged in Naples in 1681. The composer began his 

career as a violinist at the Innsbruck court but by 1670 

had his own travelling opera company. Mitilene and her 

sisters also travelled, but as warriors, and had cities 

named after them, including the capital of Lesbos. The 

fiery aria 'Muove il piè, furia d’Averno' refers to a 

volcano near Naples which was supposed to be the 

gateway to hell. The aria unleashes brimstone. 

Georg Caspar Schürmann began his career as a 

singer in North Germany. He composed Die getreue 
Alceste in 1719 for the opera at Brunswick. Queen 

Hippolyte uses her armour as a cross-gender disguise 

to be near her idol Hercules. The Sinfonia invokes a 

tempest – cue wind machine! An aria from the opera 

follows later. 

Carlo Pallavicino produced operas in Venice where 

he also taught at an orphanage, and Dresden where in 

1687 he wrote the first acts of Antiope to his son’s 

libretto but died before completion. The story of the 

abduction of the Amazon Queen was then given a 

happy ending by composer Nicolaus Adam Strungk. 

'Vieni, corri, volami in braccio' is the latter’s work. 

Antiope’s Act II rejection provokes the jealous anger of 

the passionate flamenco-like aria 'Sdegni, furori 

barbari'. 

Anne Danican Philidor belonged to a dynasty in royal 

service at Versailles, and had had at least five works for 

the stage produced by the age of 20. Les amazones is 

more spectacle than story and involves stylised 

processions for humans, animals and the royal family. 

The excerpt features, accompanied by warlike 

percussion, a duet for Hippolyte and Thalestris. The 

latter was the last Queen of the Amazons and, 

according to legend, had a relationship with Alexander 

the Great in the hope of bearing a daughter who might 

combine the best of both their warlike qualities. 

Marin Marais was chief viol player at Versailles. He 

published five albums of viol music, the fourth 

containing the Suite d’un goût étranger ('foreign taste') 

in 33 movements including L’Américaine, a pretty 

dance in four-time. The connection between the 

Amazons of classical antiquity and the South American 

river was made by a 16th-century conquistador who 

was attacked by tribe in which women fought alongside 

men. The naïve view of 'primitive' cultures suggested 

by the music was the palatable norm. The viol is tuned 

as the lute and the instruments are interchangeable. 

André Cardinal Destouches was a French adventurer 

and musketeer before he discovered his musical talent 

and found employment at the court of Louis XIV. His 

opera Marthésie, reine des Amazones was staged at 

the King’s retreat of Fontainebleau outside Paris in 

October 1699. Marthesia (or Marpesia) was another 

Queen of the Amazons, who with her sister Lampedo 

claimed to be the daughter of the Ares, Greek god of 

war. She was not above pathos in her aria 'Ô Mort!'. 

Antonio Vivaldi, who taught an orchestra of Amazons 

at a Venice orphanage, staged his opera Ercole su’l 
Termodonte at Rome’s Teatro Capranica on 23 January 

1723, the same year as the 'Four Seasons'. The Overture 
is in three movements (quick-slow-quick) interspersed 

here by two arias from other operas. The first is 'Non ha 

fortuna il pianto mio' from the Schürmann opera whose 

tempest was depicted earlier; the lousy weather 

matched Hippolyte’s mood in the aria. The second, 

'Lieti fiori', is a dreamy pastoral from another Mitilene 

opera by Giuseppe de Bottis who spent his entire 

career at Naples. 

The finale is the aria 'Onde chiare che sussurate' from 

the Vivaldi opera. It begins by imitating birdsong in the 

same programmatic fashion as the composer used in 

the 'Four Seasons'. The singer exchanges phrases with 

the instruments, her undulating line matching the clear 

waves of the title. 
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All translations except ‘Onde chiare che sussurate’ © Robert Sargant, 
kindly provided by the artists. ‘Onde chiare che sussurate’ © Virgin 
Classics. 
 

 


